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ABSTRACT
As increasing functionality in mobile devices leads to rapid battery drain, energy
management has gained increasing importance. However, differences in user’s us-
age contexts and patterns can be leveraged for saving energy. On the other hand,
the increasing sensitivity of users’ data, coupled with the need to ensure security
in an energy-aware manner, demands careful analyses of trade-offs between energy
and security. The research described in this thesis addresses this challenge by: 1)
modeling the problem of context-adaptive energy-aware security as a combinato-
rial optimization problem (Context-Sec); 2) proving that the decision version
of this problem is NP-Complete, via a reduction from a variant of the well known
Knapsack problem; 3) developing three different algorithms to solve a relaxed
oﬄine version of Context-Sec; and 4) implementing tests and compares the
performance of the above three algorithms with data-sets derived from real-world
smart-phones on wireless networks.
The first algorithm presented is a pseudo-polynomial dynamic programming (DP)
algorithm that computes an allocation with optimal user benefit using recurrence
of the relations; the second algorithm is a greedy heuristic for allocation of security
levels based on user benefit per unit of power consumption for each level; and the
third algorithm is a Fully Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme (FPTAS) which
has a polynomial time execution complexity as opposed to the pseudo-polynomial
DP based approach. To the best of the researcher’s knowledge, this is the first
work focused on modeling, design, implementation and experimental performance
ix
analysis of any algorithm for context-adaptive energy-aware security. The results




Energy management has become one of the foremost concerns in the design of mo-
bile devices, due primarily to the increasing functionality of mobile applications
which rapidly drain battery power in these devices. The computation-intensive
cryptographic operations involved in securing communications significantly con-
tribute to energy drain. Current approaches to security often do not cater to
varying user context (for example, varying security levels depending on the user’s
current location), resulting in inefficient energy usage by mobile devices. Further-
more, current approaches do not adapt to energy-security trade-offs that vary for
individual users. Research reveals that energy use patterns are unique and driven
by context (e.g. location of a user) [2, 3, 13, 31].
These considerations motivate the need to develop energy-aware security mecha-
nisms for mobile devices. Tailoring security to user’s context can facilitate efficient
use of energy, thus enabling the device to meet a given power budget. Hence,
context-adaptive security designs are a promising approach for facilitating efficient
energy usage by a mobile device while meeting its desired security level require-
ments.
Context-adaptive security designs must adapt security level and also prioritize
allocation of resources (e.g. energy consumption) for mobile devices. Current
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approaches to allocation are often static and do not scale resources according to
user needs. Approaches are needed for maximizing user utility subject to power
constraints. Thus algorithms must be developed for optimizing user utility for a
given power budget. Such an approach can facilitate efficient allocation of resources
including energy usage.
In this work, context-adaptive energy-aware security is modeled for mobile devices
as a combinatorial optimization problem and solutions are developed for effective
allocation of resources (e.g. security levels) such that user utility is maximized.
In particular, the decision version of the problem has been proved to be NP-
Complete and three different algorithms to the problem have been designed and
experimentally tested for the problem. The major contributions of this work is
summarized below:
• Modeling and formulating the problem as a combinatorial optimization prob-
lem;
• Showing that the decision version of the problem is NP-Complete through a
reduction from k-value Knapsack;
• Designing a pseudo-polynomial optimal dynamic programming algorithm to
solve the problem;
• Designing a greedy algorithm that maximizes user benefit while meeting a
given power budget constraint;
• Designing an FPTAS for the problem which improves upon the execution
time of the dynamic programming algorithm;
• Implementing and testing the three algorithms with a real-world smartphone
usage and wireless network data set to compare their performance.
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The thesis is organized as follows. This first chapter (Chapter 1) provides some ba-
sic terminology, a detailed description of the model and formulation of the problem
Context-Sec, and a brief summary of previous work reported in the literature.
Chapter 2 proves the NP-Completeness of Context-Sec, and presents a detailed
description of three new algorithms, which were designed in this work for the prob-
lem. Chapter 3 describes the implementation of the algorithms that were developed
the data sources for the experiments. Chapter 4 presents the results comparing
the performance of the three algorithms on real-world datasets. Finally, Chapter 5
presents some general observations that could expand the scope of this work in the
future.
1.1 Background
The real-world scenario that reflects Context-Sec problem is that of a sin-
gle mobile user who travels through n different locations. Each location has a
preferred security level coming from a set S of m possible security levels (S =
{S1, S2, · · · , Sm}). Each security level Si has a power consumption pi and a user
benefit (in terms of the amount of security) bi associated with it.
The user, who travels through n locations, is constrained by a total energy budget
E, which is the amount of energy the user does not want to exceed during travel.
The user also has a target benefit B, which is the minimum total benefit the user
wants to achieve during travel to guarantee a certain level of security depending
on location.
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The energy budget, for example, can be the total time the battery of the user’s
mobile phone lasts from full charge. The security benefit, for example, can be
the number of times the user’s mobile phone is in the preferred security level (e.g.
home/work/public) during the travel through the locations.
The problem is to find an allocation of security levels (from the set of m security
levels) to the n locations through which the user travels, such that the total energy
consumed does not exceed E and the benefit is at least B, allocating the preferred
security levels to as many locations as possible. With the assumption that there
are unlimited copies of each of the m security levels, the same energy level may be
allocated to multiple locations.
In the oﬄine version of this model, the user knows beforehand all the n locations
along with the preferred security level of each location (security preference param-
eter). In the online version, the locations and their preferred levels are not known
in advance, but are revealed one at a time. In this thesis, an attempt is made to
solve the oﬄine version of the problem.
Additionally, the security preference parameter is removed from locations. There-
fore the problem is reduced to finding an allocation of security levels (from the
set of m security levels) to the n locations the user travels through, such that the
total energy consumed does not exceed E and the benefit is at least B, without
any preference for a specific security level for any location.
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The Context-Sec problem optimizes security levels based on user location in
order to maximize the total user benefit. The decision version of Context-Sec
would be to meet a target total user benefit of B or exceed B, in other words
to perform allocations such that the total benefit is ≥ B, while the total energy
consumption is ≤ E.
We consider the following optimization version of the context-adaptive, energy-
aware security problem. For ease of reference, we also named it Context-Sec.
Context-Sec Problem
Input: User’s energy budget E with power consumed
due to security {p1 · · · pm} for varying security levels
{S1....Sm} ∈ S and the corresponding user benefits
{b1.....bn} for n locations through which the user travels.
Output: For each location i, with i ∈ {1, · · · , n},








In this thesis the oﬄine version of the Context-Sec problem is being consid-
ered. Additionally, the security preference constraint for locations has not been
considered. In other words, in the version of Context-Sec solved in this thesis,
locations do not have preferred security levels. Therefore the problem reduces to
having n locations (without any associated preferences) and m security levels to
be allocated to those locations such that the total energy consumption is at most
E and the total user benefit is maximized.
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1.2 An Example
Table 1.1 contains the basis of the proposed multi-level security model for mobile
devices. The data displayed in Table 1.1 illustrate a 3-level security solution in
which each level is associated with a cryptographic algorithm, as depicted in [28]. A
higher security level implies a cryptographic protocol with higher security strength.
For instance, AES and RC5, at the low and medium levels respectively, offer au-
thentication but not integrity. On the other hand, HMAC-MD5, at the highest





High Authentication, Integrity Protection HMAC-MD5
Table 1.1: Multi-level Security [28]
Energy awareness requires that the energy consumption of security protocols be
estimated. Table 1.2 presents results from such an estimation of energy along with
execution time of security protocols done in [28]. In this work, the researcher uses
AvroraZ, a cycle-level power profiling tool, to estimate the execution time and
energy consumption of security protocols [28]. As Table 1.2 shows, the energy
consumption of mobile devices increases with application of more sophisticated
cryptographic protocols for achieving higher security levels.
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Cryptographic Protocol Execution Time Energy Consumption
AES 0.2029s 5.435 mJ
RC5 0.3406s 9.124 mJ
HMAC-MD5 4.547s 121.8 mJ
Table 1.2: Energy and Performance Evaluation [28]
The model designed in the work presented in this thesis is generic in that it is not
confined to any particular security protocol, but it addresses the broader goal of
providing adaptable energy efficient security in mobile devices.
1.3 Previous Work
Prior approaches to security have analyzed the energy consumption of security
protocols. The energy consumed by symmetric and asymmetric security protocols
in traditional wireless networks is evaluated by Potlapally et al. [27] and Hodjat
et al. [17]. The Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) was optimized to suit the needs
of the resource constrained devices by Karri et al. [20]. The energy consumed by
security protocols within the context of wireless sensor networks was evaluated by
Chang et al. [7], Ganesan et al. [12] and Lee et al. [23] .
In addition to energy evaluation, model-based approaches for understanding energy-
security tradeoffs have been explored and used by Mckay et al. [25]. The authors
design a decision-theoretic model to analyze the energy-security tradeoffs in tradi-
tional wireless networks in [25]. The tradeoffs in consumption of energy, memory,
and security in sensor networks using a key management protocol are analyzed by
Hwang et al. [18]. A game-theoretic framework for modeling energy-security trade-
offs due to intrusion detection in wireless sensor networks was proposed by Futaci et
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al. [11]. A reconfigurable architecture for security using Field Programmable Gate
Arrays (FPGAs) was proposed by Gogniat et al. [14]. An optimization framework
that maximizes security subject to power and delay constraints were respectively
proposed by Chandramouli et al. [6] and Massey et al. [24].
The importance of context for security in mobile environments have been consid-
ered by numerous authors [1, 4, 10, 15, 19, 29]. These approaches have proposed
adaptable mechanisms which configure security according to the needs of the en-
vironment. In contrast, in this thesis context-adaptive energy-aware security is
modeled as an optimization problem. Algorithms and a fully polynomial time ap-
proximation scheme (FPTAS) for optimum assignment of security levels have been
developed towards meeting a given power budget in this thesis.
Context-Sec has not been explored in the literature. Open problems include de-
termination of its computational complexity and design, analysis, implementation,
and testing new algorithms for Context-Sec. The primary objectives in this re-
search included determining the computational complexity of Context-Sec, and
designing new algorithms for solving the problem depending on its computational
complexity status (whether it would be polynomially solvable, or NP-Complete).
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CHAPTER 2
NEW ALGORITHMS FOR CONTEXT-SEC
In this chapter, the NP-Completeness of the decision version of Context-Sec is
proved first. Then, three new algorithms for solving the optimization version of
Context-Sec are developed and presented.
2.1 NP-Completeness of CONTEXT-SEC
The exact k item Knapsack Problem (E-kKP), was proved to be NP-Complete
in [5]. In this work, E-kKP is reduced to Context-Sec to prove that Context-
Sec is NP-Complete.
Consider an arbitrary instance of E-kKP with j items (j ≥ k), where each item i
has a weight wi and a value vi. The capacity of the knapsack is W . The decision
version of this instance of E-kKP can be described as follows: Given an integer
V , can exactly k items be put into the knapsack such that
∑k
a=1wa ≤ W and∑k
a=1 va ≥ V ?
Now consider an instance of Context-Sec with n locations (where the value of
n is known, i.e., the number of locations is known) and m ≥ n security levels.
Each security level i has a power consumption pi and a user benefit bi. The energy
budget of the user is E. The decision version of this instance of Context-Sec
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can be described as follows: Given an integer B, can exactly one security level be
allocated to each of the n locations such that
∑n
a=1 pa ≤ E and
∑n
a=1 ba ≥ B?
In the reduction, for the instance of Context-Sec, n = k and m = j are set, and
for each level i, pi = wi, and bi = vi. The energy budget E = W , and the integer
B = V .
Context-Sec is solvable if and only if E-kKP is solvable.
Proof. Assume there is a solution to the arbitrary instance of E-kKP. With the
above reduction, there is also a solution to the fixed instance of Context-Sec
with the given allocations.
On the other side, if there is a solution to the fixed instance of Context-Sec
with the given allocations there is a solution to the arbitrary instance of E-kKP.
CONTEXT-SEC is NP-Complete.
2.2 New Algorithms for solving CONTEXT-SEC




Lemma 1 leads to the following theorem.
Theorem 1.
2.2.1 An Optimal Dynamic Programming Algorithm
Dynamic programming is a mathematical optimization method that solves prob-
lems by combining the solutions to sub-problems. In dynamic programming a
complex problem is broken down into simpler, sub-problems, and their solutions
are combined to form the final solution to the original problem [8].
A dynamic programming algorithm was designed for E-kKP problem in [22]. Being
a similar problem, Context-Sec can also be solved using a dynamic program-
ming algorithm which computes the optimal assignment of security levels that will
maximize user utility and stay within the constraints of a power budget. The
dynamic programming algorithm for computing the optimal power consumption
meeting the energy budget is described in (Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1 Dynamic Programming Algorithm
1: procedure Dynamic Programming(S, E, n)
2: for i = 1:E do
3: for j = 1:m do
4: for k = 1:n do
5: if j ≤ k then
6: A[i, j, k]← max(A[i, j − 1, k],
A[i− pj, j, k] + bj)
7: else
8: A[i, j, k]← max(A[i, j − 1, k],





13: Output the allocation obtained.
14: end procedure
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The recurrence relations for the dynamic programming algorithm for E-kKP have
been used to design the dynamic programming algorithm for Context-Sec (Algo-
rithm 1) in this work. The following two cases were considered while constructing
the recurrence relations for the dynamic programming algorithm (Algorithm 1):
1. For a number of security levels less than or equal to the number of locations
to be allocated levels (j ≤ k), then: A[i, j, k] = max{A[i, j − 1, k], A[i −
pj, j, k] + bj}.
2. For a number of security levels greater than the number of locations to be
allocated levels (j > k), then: A[i, j, k] = max{A[i, j − 1, k], A[i − pj, j, k −
1] + bj}.
It would not be necessary to replace any of the k levels allocated to the k locations
because it may be that not all of the k locations are allocated a security level (since
j ≤ k) . The second expression works since the (k−1)-th layer of the table A keeps
track of the best combination of k − 1 security levels (for k − 1 locations) among
the first j − 1 security levels as required above. Algorithm 1 lists the dynamic
programming algorithm. The worst case run-time complexity of Algorithm 1 can
be observed to be O(Emn).
In dynamic programming algorithm (Algorithm 1), an arrayA[1 · · ·E, 1 · · ·m, 1 · · ·n]
is constructed. At the end of executing the dynamic programming algorithm (Al-
gorithm 1) for input array A, any element A[i, j, k] of A (for 1 ≤ i ≤ E, 1 ≤ j ≤ m
and 1 ≤ k ≤ n), contains the maximum user benefit for energy budget i, the first
j security levels, and the first k locations. Now, as the nested system of loops in
dynamic programming algorithm (Algorithm 1) executes, we consider what needs
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to be done for a specific triple (i, j, k). Per sequencing of the i, j, k-loops, when
(i, j, k) is reached, the maximum benefit corresponding to the energy budget of i
by considering the first j security levels for the first (k − 1) locations has been
determined. Also A[i, j − 1, k] would be the current maximum benefit with the
first k locations, considering security level allocations of up to (j − 1). Next, to
determine the maximum benefit for the energy budget i with the first j levels and
the first k locations, there are two cases to consider: one corresponding to j ≤ k,
and one corresponding to j > k. If j ≤ k, the maximum benefit achieved if location
k were allocated security level j could be at most bj in excess of the total benefit
achieved when the energy budget was at level i− pj , or A[i− p, j, j, k] + bj. This
is why we set A[i, j, k] to max(A[i− pj, j, k] + bj, A[i, j − 1, k]). In a similar man-
ner, if j > k, security level j would have been allocated to some location already.
Thus, allocating security level j to location k would increase the benefit at most to
A[i−pj, j, k−1]+bj . Thus, we setA[i, j, k] to max(A[i−pj, j, k−1]+bj, A[i, j−1, k]).
Once all of the elements of this array are computed, A[E,m, n] delivers the maxi-
mum user benefit (B) and satisfies the constraint that the total power consumption
is less than the energy budget E. In other words, A[E,m, n] contains an optimal
solution for Context-Sec. Each security level j is a pair (pj, bj), denoting re-




Table 2.1: Comparison of Runtime Complexity
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For a brute force approach, assume m > n, with m being the number of security
levels, and n being the number of locations. A brute force approach for solving
Context-Sec would be to try out all possible mn allocations to find out which
one yields the best possible total benefit satisfying the energy budget constraint E.
Table 2.1 compares the complexities of the brute force and dynamic programming
approach.
Ideally, the value of the energy budget E, would be a much higher than the num-
ber of locations n, or the number of security levels m (i.e., E  m, and E  n).
Therefore, if the computational complexity of any algorithm for Context-Sec
depends on (E, m, and n), its computational complexity will predominantly de-
pend on the size of E, or the number of bits z needed to represent E. The run-time
for dynamic programming algorithm (Algorithm 1), which is (O(Emn) ≈ O(E)),
grows exponentially in the number of bits z needed to represent E (i.e. is O(2z)).
2.2.2 A Greedy Algorithm
A greedy algorithm for an optimization problem constructs a solution by pick-
ing the choice that looks best at the moment and adding it to the current sub-
solution. Examples of greedy algorithms for well known optimization problems
include Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm and Prim/Kruskal’s Minimal Spanning
Tree algorithms.Greedy algorithms do not always yield optimal solutions but, when
they do, they are usually the simplest and most efficient algorithms available [9].
In this work, a greedy algorithm for Context-Sec has therefore been designed,
implemented, and tested.
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The greedy algorithm maximizes security appropriate to user context as indicated
by user benefits while meeting the given energy budget. The Max-Value heuristic
was adapted to this problem. Greedy algorithm (Algorithm 2) contains the de-
scription of the Max-Value Greedy Algorithm. Again, S is the set of security levels
(|S | = m).
Algorithm 2 Greedy Algorithm
1: procedure Greedy(S , E, n)
2: e← 0 . e← temporary energy consumption
3: b← 0 . b← temporary benefit
4: Sort(S , Descending, bi/pi).
5: for i = 1:n do
6: for j = m-i:m do
7: if e + pj ≤ E then
8: i← Sj . Sj ← jth security level
9: e← e + pj






16: Output the allocation obtained.
17: end procedure
Step 1 of greedy algorithm (Algorithm 2) has an execution time of O(m logm), due
to the sorting step form levels. Step 2 has a complexity of O(n) due to a maximum
allocation of n levels to the n locations. Step 4 has a single check, which accounts
for a constant time. Step 5 is also a single output accounting for a constant time.
Ideally, m logm > n, therefore, the computational complexity of Algorithm 2 is
O(m logm).
Note that the final allocation output of greedy algorithm (Algorithm 2) might not
have a security level allocated for every location, since there might not exist any
valid allocation of levels to locations satisfying the energy budget constraint E.
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2.2.3 A Fully Polynomial Time Approximation Scheme (FPTAS)
The idea behind the FPTAS algorithm is to scale down the value of the energy
budget E by a logarithmic factor, such that the scaled-down budget E¯ ≈ logE.
If dynamic programming algorithm (Algorithm 1) is now executed with E¯ as in-
put, the resulting computational complexity of the algorithm becomes O(E¯) =
O(logE) = O(log 2z) = O(z). But to ensure that allocation output with the
scaled-down energy budget E¯ is not much worse than that with the original bud-
get E, the power consumption of each level (p′is) has to be also scaled down by the
same factor as E. This idea has been used to obtain an FPTAS for Context-
Sec. In particular, the power consumption and energy budget can be scaled down
enough so that they are polynomially bounded in m (the number of levels), using
dynamic programming (Algorithm 1) in the new instance, and will then return
the resulting solution (allocation). By rounding with respect to the desired ε/m,
a solution can be found that is at least (1 − ε) × OPT in polynomial time with
respect to both m and 1/ε, giving an FPTAS where 1 ≥ ε > 0, as illustrated in
Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 FPTAS
1: procedure FPTAS(S , E, n)
2: ε ∈R≥0 . Choose ε, such that 1 ≥ ε ≥ 0
3: E¯ ← dεE/me.
4: for i = 1:m do
5: p¯i ← dεpi/me
6: S¯ ← (p¯i, bi)
7: end for
8: Dynamic Programming(S¯ , E¯, n).
9: Output the allocation.
10: end procedure
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As before, S is the set of security levels with |S | = m. The chosen ε value
should preserve the ratio of the maximum power consumption value across se-
curity levels to the energy budget. In other words, ε should be chosen such that
E/max(pi) ≈ E¯/max(p¯i) to assure that the solution produced by FPTAS algo-
rithm (Algorithm 3) is not much worse than the dynamic programming algorithm
(Algorithm 1).
2.3 Comparison of Computational Complexities
Algorithm Computational Complexity
Dynamic Programming O(E ×m× n)
FPTAS O(logE ×m× n)
Greedy O(m× logm)
Table 2.2: Comparison of the three algorithms.
Table 2.2 compares the three algorithms based on their computational complexi-
ties. The complexity of the greedy algorithm (Algorithm 2) does not depend on
the value of the energy budget E as the other two algorithms. This is supported
later by the experimental results presented in Figure 4.2, where the greedy algo-
rithm exhibits much lesser execution time compared to the other two algorithms
over the same input.
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CHAPTER 3
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ALGORITHMS
This chapter contains implementation details of the three algorithms designed.
Additionally, examples of execution of the designed algorithms over a given input
have been illustrated in this chapter.
3.1 Implementing the Dynamic Programming Algorithm
The dynamic programming algorithm (Algorithm 1) builds up a three-dimensional
array. The last value of the array gives the final solution, as explained in Sec-
tion 2.2.
In the code, which was implemented using C++ language, a three-dimensional array
was used, and the recurrences (refer to Section 2.2) were implemented to fill in the
values of the array. An initial execution of the dynamic programming algorithm
over a given input is described below.
For example, if the number of security levels (m)= 5, the pairs of security benefit
and energy consumption (pi, bi) for each level i will be: {(12, 24), (7, 13), (11, 23),
(8, 15), (9, 16)} for Energy Budget (E)= 26 and the Number of locations (n) = 3
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For the above input, dynamic programming algorithm (Algorithm 1) generates a
26 × 5 × 3 table, where each cell A[i, j, k] has the optimal solution (total benefit
value), with E = i (energy budget of i), m = j (the first j security levels), and
n = k, (k locations). Once dynamic programming algorithm (Algorithm 1) has
executed and computed values of all A[i, j, k], the last cell A[26, 5, 3] (assuming
indexes start from A[0, 0, 0]) contains the optimal solution for the problem. It is
easy to find the allocations that result in this optimal solution using backtracking
once the array A is computed by dynamic programming algorithm (Algorithm 1).
But in this work, the benefit value of the solution (value of A[E,m, n]) is of pri-
mary interest. This three-dimensional table can be projected in two dimensions
by having 26 tables of dimensions 5 × 3. The 26th table in this case has the final
solution (the total benefit value).
Each of Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, have to be interpreted in the following way:
• Index i represents the value of energy budget E (as mentioned above).
• Rows represent the number of security levels m ranging from 1 through 5.
• Columns represent the number of locations n ranging from 1 through 3.
• Each cell (a, b) of a table contains the total benefit value for E = i, m = a,
and n = b as output by the dynamic programming algorithm (Algorithm 1).
• As an example cell (3, 2) of Table 3.3 contains the maximum benefit value
(47 in this case), when there are three levels (in this case the levels are
{(12, 24), (7, 13), (11, 23)}), two locations to allocate levels, and energy bud-
get E = 26.
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n1 n2 n3
m1 0 0 0
m2 0 0 0
m3 0 0 0
m4 0 0 0
m5 0 0 0
Table 3.1: Table for i = 1
Table 3.1 gives the solution for E = 1 (energy budget), m = 5 (number of security
levels), n = 3 (number of locations). Since pj ≥ 7,∀j, the seventh table (table for
i = 7) has a solution greater than 0. So Table 3.1 gives a correct benefit solution
of 0.
n1 n2 n3
m1 0 0 0
m2 13 13 13
m3 13 13 13
m4 13 13 13
m5 13 13 13
Table 3.2: Table for i = 7
Table 3.2 gives the solution for E = 7 (energy budget), m = 5 (number of security
levels), n = 3 (number of locations). Using the dynamic programming algorithm
(Algorithm 1), allocating the second security level to any of the locations meets
the energy budget of 7, and generates a benefit of 13.
Figure 3.1 (derived from Table 3.3) gives the final solution for E = 26 (total power
budget), m = 5 (number of security levels), n = 3 (number of locations). The
proof of optimality of this solution has not been formally described in this thesis,
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n1 n2 n3
m1 24 24 24
m2 24 37 37
m3 24 47 47
m4 24 47 51
m5 24 47 51
Table 3.3: Table for i = 26
though it can be claimed to be optimal since 1) the principle of optimality holds for
Context-Sec, because Knapsack was reduced to it [16, 26], and 2) the dynamic
programming algorithm (Algorithm 1) arrives at this solution by considering all
possible values for i, j, and k.
Figure 3.1: Final solution of Algorithm 1
Though the actual allocation of levels to the locations is not of prime importance
for Context-Sec (since we are only comparing the total benefit output for dif-
ferent algorithms), the actual allocation generated by the dynamic programming
Algorithm (Algorithm 1) and FPTAS Algorithm (Algorithm 3) can be obtained
by adding the same backtracking logic as described for the dynamic program-
ming algorithm (Algorithm 1) for Knapsack [8, 21]. The logic is summarized
here. Once the three dimensional array A is constructed by the dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm (Algorithm 1), a security level j is included in the solution
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if A[i, j, k] 6= A[i, j − 1, k]. The final solution will therefore contain j levels where
j ≤ n.
Following the above logic, the final solution of the dynamic programming algorithm
(Algorithm 1) for the given input is the allocation of security levels (7, 13), (11, 23),
and (8, 15) to the three locations for a total user benefit of 51, which is optimal.
It is to be noted that the current version of Context-Sec does not differentiate
between locations; in other words, since locations do not have security preferences,
the three levels ((7, 13), (11, 23), and (8, 15)) output by dynamic programming
Algorithm, could be assumed to be allocated to the three locations in any order.
3.2 Implementing the Greedy Algorithm




and then greedily selects levels from the sorted array until the energy
budget constraint is no longer satisfied. The execution of the greedy algorithm
(Algorithm 2) is demonstrated on the same input. Let us consider the number
of security levels (m) = 5, the pairs of security benefit and energy consumption
(pi, bi) for each level i = {(12, 24), (7, 13), (11, 23), (8, 15), (9, 16)} with an energy
budget (E) = 26 and number of locations (n) = 3. The first step of the greedy
algorithm (Algorithm 2) is to sort the security levels based on bi
pi
, ∀i. For the
































= 1.7777. Hence the resultant sorted security levels based on
bi
pi
will be {(11, 23), (12, 24), (8, 15), (7, 13), (9, 16)}.
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The algorithm now greedily selects levels until the energy constraint E = 26 is
satisfied. The final solution obtained by of the greedy algorithm (Algorithm 2) on
the given input is a total user benefit of 47, which is achieved by allocating security
levels (11, 23) and (12, 24) to the first two locations, while the third location is not
allocated a security level.
Figure 3.2: Final solution of Algorithm 2
Figure 3.2 shows the final solution allocation to be {S3, S1,−}. These levels are
allocated with a total energy consumption of 23, and a total benefit of 47. Location
3 is not allocated a level by the greedy algorithm (Algorithm 2). Comparing the
total benefit (of 47) with that produced by the dynamic algorithm (Algorithm 1)
(51) tells us this is not the optimal solution.
3.3 Implementing the FPTAS Algorithm
The FPTAS algorithm (Algorithm 3) has a function to scale down the energy
budget E and the power consumption pi for each level i. The dynamic Algorithm
(Algorithm 1) is then executed on the scaled-down input. It therefore produces an
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array A¯ of dimensions E¯ ×m × n. The following is the result of executing thew
FPTAS on the same example input (as above):
The number of security levels (m) = 5, pairs of security benefit and energy con-
sumption (pi, bi) for each level i = {(12, 24), (7, 13), (11, 23), (8, 15), (9, 16)} with
energy Budget (E) = 26 and number of locations (n) = 3.













































Therefore the scaled-down input for FPTAS becomes:- number of security levels
(m): 5, the pairs of security benefit and energy consumption (pi, bi) for each level i:
{(3, 24), (2, 13), (3, 23), (2, 15), (2, 16)} with an energy budget (E)= 6 and number
of locations (n)= 3
For the above input, the dynamic algorithm (Algorithm 1) (a sub-algorithm of
FPTAS algorithm (Algorithm 3) generates a 6 × 5 × 3 array A¯, as opposed to
26×5×3 array A produced by the dynamic algorithm (Algorithm 1) originally on
this input. The final output from FPTAS algorithm (Algorithm 3) is {S1, S3,−}
(Figure 3.3), the set of the two security levels (12, 24) and (11, 23) for the first two
locations. The third location is not allocated a security level. Figure 3.3 depicts
this solution.
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Figure 3.3: Final solution of Algorithm 3
3.4 Data Structures Used
A three-dimensional array is used in the dynamic programming algorithm (Algo-
rithm 1). It was initialized with zeros and the values were populated later using
dynamic programming.
A simple one-dimensional array was used in the greedy algorithm (Algorithm 2).
The pairs of security benefit and power consumption were elements of the array
and they were sorted based on the ratio of security benefit and power consumption
of each element.
The FPTAS algorithm (Algorithm 3) runs the dynamic programming algorithm
(Algorithm 1) on a scaled-down input, and therefore also uses a three dimensional
array A for its processing. A separate function has been implemented to scale




Two different data-sets were used to compare the three algorithms. The values of
the solution outputs from the three algorithms and the execution time to produce
their respective solutions are compared in this chapter.
4.1 Data-Sets
Each algorithm was executed over two data-sets derived from the Live-lab project [30].
Live-Lab is a methodology to log smart-phone users in the field and to analyze the
wireless networks used by those smart-phone users. The key features of Live-Lab
include:
1. Comprehensive in-device logging of smart-phone usage and measurement of
activity of wireless networks.
2. In-field programmability of the logger so that researchers can update the
logger and schedule a new measurement very much like they would do with
a lab computer.
3. A large number of users who use the logged smart-phones as their primary
phones for a long term (one year).
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Parameter Value Data-Set-1 Value Data-Set-2
# locations (n) 20 17
# security levels (m) 3380 289
Energy budget (E) 1700 1445
Table 4.1: Data-Sets
Two data-sets were derived from the Live-Lab project with the parameters shown in
Table 4.1. Three tables power_detail.sql, associatedwifi.sql, cellsignal
.sql have been used to derive the data-sets for the implementation work of this
thesis. The data have been collected for a single mobile user (A00) for uid column
common to all three tables. Data was extracted from all three tables for the mobile
user (A00), for a particular range of the time (of six months) from (08/23/2010)
to (02/24/2011) which produced huge lists of records. Two data-sets were created
from these records; one spanning the first two months (resulting in a smaller data-
set) and the other spanning over the last four months resulting in a larger data-set.
The number of locations n for each data-set was obtained by the number of unique
bssids in the data-set. BSSID is the MAC address of the wireless access point
(WAP) generated by combining the 24 bit Organization Unique Identifier (the
manufacturer’s identity) and the manufacturer’s assigned a 24-bit identifier for the
radio chip-set in the WAP. The bssid column in the data listed the bssids. Next
each of the m security levels i is again an ordered pair (pi, bi), where pi and bi are
respectively the power consumption and security benefit for that level. The power
consumption pi for each level i has been derived from the battery voltage mah
field with unit millivolts, and the benefit bi for each level i has been computed
by averaging the cell signal quality csq and bit error rate ber respectively from
the data-sets [30]. The energy budget was set arbitrarily based on the total power
consumption across levels, after performing a few rounds of experimental execution.
The author of this thesis will share the two data-sets derived, with any researchers
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interested in reproducing the experiments or enhancing this research work.
4.2 Results
Figure 4.1 shows the solution values for user benefit produced by the three al-
gorithms over the two data-sets. As seen in Figure 4.1, the greedy algorithm
(Algorithm 2) produced a value approximately half the optimal value produced
by the dynamic programming algorithm (Algorithm 1). Interestingly, for both the
data-sets, the solution value produced by the FPTAS algorithm(Algorithm 3) was
very close to the optimal value produced by dynamic programming algorithm (Al-
gorithm 1). As a matter of fact, for data-set-2, FPTAS algorithm (Algorithm 3)





























Figure 4.2: Execution Time in seconds.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the time taken by each algorithm to execute over the two
data-sets. For clarity of comparison, a log plot is used in the figure. As expected,
the dynamic programming algorithm (Algorithm 1) took the longest time (since
it is an exponential algorithm). The greedy algorithm (Algorithm 2) had the
shortest execution time. The FPTAS algorithm (Algorithm 3) did better than
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dynamic programming algorithm (Algorithm 1), though it was not able to match
the greedy algorithm (Algorithm 2).
4.3 Discussion
Based on the plot of Figure 4.1 the dynamic programming algorithm (Algorithm 3.1)
proves to be the algorithm that produces the best results in terms of total benefit.
Based on the earlier analysis, the dynamic programming algorithm (Algorithm 1)
is an optimal algorithm for Context-Sec. The greedy and FPTAS algorithms
were expected to approximate the optimal solution well; they execute in polyno-
mial time. FPTAS outperformed greedy in terms of solution value, but it took
considerably more execution time. The execution time of FPTAS depends on the
ε value chosen, and the best value again might depend on the input.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 Conclusion
In this work, a context-adaptive energy-aware approach to security was developed
for mobile devices. In particular, the problem of context-adaptive energy-aware
security was modeled as a combinatorial optimization problem (Context-Sec),
and three different algorithms were designed to solve it.
Additionally, it was proven that the decision version of the problem is NP-Complete
through a reduction from Knapsack. The three algorithms were then imple-
mented and their performance were measured on real-world datasets.
5.2 Future Work
The next steps would be to add the user preference constraint to each location. In
other words, each location would have a preferred security benefit. The goals would
remain the same but with the additional constraint to satisfy as many locations as
possible with their preferred levels. Also, an online version of the problem, where
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